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The Swedish banking industry has been forced to implement green banking in their business 

practices due to increased attention towards communicating sustainability. The purpose of this 

research was to explore managers sensemaking process in Swedish banks sustainability 

communication. A conceptual model was created based on the theoretical framework to explain 

three stages of communicating sustainability in an environment of greenwashing. Empirical 

data was collected through semi-structured interviews with a thematic data analysis. Results of 

the findings was presented based on the sensemaking process three stages, sensing, interpreting, 

and responding. Firstly, findings show how managers filter and gather internal and external 

sustainability information. Secondly, the managers interpretation process was complex and 

affected by sustainable information, which tend to be difficult for managers to interpret. Lastly, 

the responding stage resulted in Swedish banks being too careful in their sustainability 

communication since managers are aware of the critical consequences greenwashing 

accusations causes. This thesis has contributed to valuable insights on how managers in 

Swedish banks make sense of communicating sustainability in an environment of 

greenwashing. 
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1. Introduction 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 This chapter present an introduction to the research, problematization, purpose and research 

question. First, the introduction describes how communication, sustainability and sensemaking 

is connected to each other in the banking industry. Second, the problematization describes why 

this is relevant to research. Last, the purpose of the study and the research question is 

presented.  

 

1.1 Background 

The constant environmental changes have made an impact on the world's economy. It has forced 

banks to engage and consider sustainability in their businesses. Environmental issues have 

become a part of banks strategies when communicating sustainable marketing (Ibe-Enwo et al., 

2019). Therefore, the banking industry has turned parts of their focus towards marketing 

themselves as sustainable. The term “green banking” is an important initiative banks involve in 

their business to take environmental responsibility (Parguel et al., 2011). The main challenge 

for banks is to make sense of sustainable marketing in their communication without misleading 

their customers. More specifically, banks are working towards excluding greenwashing from 

their organizations (Sharma & Choubey, 2022).  

 

Environmental challenges have led to new laws and regulations which have put pressure on 

banks to adapt and integrate sustainability in their business. Therefore, banks contribution 

towards sustainability has increased during the 20th century. The banking industry is trying to 

maximize profit growth in combination with an increased engagement in environmental-related 

activities. Regulations such as, the Paris agreement and the Sustainable Finance Disclosure 

Regulation (SFDR) has affected the way banks adapt their business strategies to more 

sustainable ones. The regulations guide banks to integrate sustainability risks in investment 

decisions which is one perspective within green banking (Chen et al., 2022; Nordea AB, 2022). 

The result of green banking regulations has affected the strategies of communicating 

sustainable marketing and changed banks' view on how they want to include sustainability to 

get acknowledged by new customers and shareholders (Ahmad et al., 2021).  
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The influence of green banking has become an important aspect towards the creation of a 

sustainable society. The benefits of green banking have been considered as important due to its 

social, economic, and environmental impacts. Green banking began to be prominent in 2008, 

and now awareness of green banking is spread all around the world. Chen et al. (2022) discuss 

how green banking has evolved and become a hot topic in the banking industry. The interest in 

implementing sustainable practices and taking more responsible green initiatives are growing. 

Green banking contributes to banks' responsibility of following the essence and directives of 

being socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable. The implementation of green 

banking practices has led to important environmental changes that can help society to reduce 

the carbon dioxide emissions in the world. Therefore, corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

plays a big role in green banking (Ahmad et al., 2022; Ibe-Enwo et al., 2019).  

 

If banks do not support their CSR statements with green banking activities it can lead to 

greenwashing accusations (Gatti et al., 2021). The greenwashing phenomenon is a complex 

subject which has resulted in several definitions. Gatti (2021) and Ruiz-Blanco (2022) describes 

greenwashing as a mix between a company misbehaving their environmental practices and 

using misleading communication. There is a difference in what the companies say they will do 

for sustainability, and what they do. Moreover, two trends of greenwashing accusation have 

been found, firstly, companies tend to lack in their communication of all three aspects in their 

CSR performance. Secondly, a company only has environmental issues in their CSR 

communication (Ruiz-Blanco et al., 2022). For that reason, it can be argued that there is a thin 

line between the social, environmental, and economic pressure from stakeholders and the need 

of being perceived as a green bank.  

 

Banks engaged in greenwashing are often communicating misleading or false information, 

which can be described as green lies. The communication of green lies, from a corporate view, 

may lead to stakeholders reacting negatively along with other customers. It can be said that 

environmental misbehaviour has less impact on customers rather than the green lie itself (Gatti 

et al., 2021). What are the negative aspects of communicating sustainable marketing? In the 

context of greenwashing, companies tend to mislead stakeholders and customers through their 

communication of sustainable marketing. Either by making the customers only see the benefits 

of the banks green initiatives or steer the focus towards competitors underperformances within 

green banking. Greenwashing can create wrong perceptions which makes it important in the 

banking industry to make sense in their communication of sustainable marketing (Ruiz-Blanco 
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et al., 2022; Khan, 2018). Banks have a responsibility to act on social, economic, and 

environmental issues, since banks are important institutions for society.  

 

One issue related to the communication of green banking is how managers receive, interpret, 

and respond to information. Tollin & Jones, (2009) explain that these three stages are called the 

sensemaking process. The concept of sensemaking is important to fill gaps in banks 

organizational strategies to get perceived in the way they want. Therefore, sensemaking has 

become an important part of marketing in organizations (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2005). How do 

bank organizations make sense? The complexity of misleading communication and 

greenwashing accusations can be explored through sensemaking. Communication of 

sustainable marketing is not only about sensemaking from the bank’s perspective. It also 

influences the recipient's perception of banks sustainable marketing (Khan, 2018). For this 

reason, it is important for banks to make sense and create a perception of themselves that aligns 

with external expectations and internal sustainable marketing strategies. So, how do managers 

in the banking industry make sense of sustainable communication? 

 

1.2 Problematization 

Implementing green banking is a fast-paced growing phenomenon in comparison to other 

strategies in the banking industry. Drobnjaković, (2013) research the implementation of green 

banking in the European banking industry and explains that it has become an important part of 

banks strategies to follow environmental regulations. The author further argues that the 

implementation of green banking strengthens banks products, services, and processes. In 

addition, other researchers investigate green banking as an “developing mega-trend” in 

Bangladeshian banks. They emphasize the importance of implementing green initiatives to 

contribute towards the sustainable change in the society’s banks are operating (Zhang et al., 

2022). Sharma & Choubey, (2022) states that efficient planning of green initiatives is an 

important opportunity for banks to gain trust from both current and new customers. Moreover, 

the authors argue that future studies on green banking can be researched in other regions apart 

from India, to get valuable insights in other banking industries.  

 

Green banking has been researched with qualitative and quantitative methods and been 

explored through different stakeholder perspectives. Chen et al. (2022) researched green 

banking practices from the bank employee’s perspective, since they found that many studies 
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focus on the views of customers. The authors state that investigating other banking institutions 

could extend their results. Ibe-Enwo et al. (2019) uses a quantitative method to explore green 

banking and loyalty from the customers perspective. The author suggests future research to use 

a qualitative method to provide a more in depth understanding of green banking.  

 

Research about misleading communication of green activities often gets associated with 

greenwashing. Gatti et al. (2021) highlights that greenwashing can be explained in different 

ways due to its complexity. The authors argues that the key meaning researchers use when 

discussing greenwashing within CSR are that companies are “not walking the talk”. It further 

indicates that companies or banks either communicate (talk) false environmental efforts or 

choose their environmental communication to mislead or hide negative information (Ruiz-

Blanco et al., 2022). Moreover, existing research shows that companies actions (walk) are 

described as communicating sustainability without performing the stated green initiatives. 

Companies can also engage in green initiatives to steer focus away from the negative aspects 

in their business (Gatti et al., 2021; Ruiz-Blanco et al., 2022) 

 

The communication of green banking is complex which makes it important for managers to 

make sense of the information. Drobnjaković, (2013) states that banks need to enable managers 

to make sense for a better business performance. To examine how managers and organizations 

make sense, studies within sensemaking has been researched in marketing and organizational 

theories (Tollin & Jones, 2009; Weick et al., 2005). Tollin & Jones, (2009) states the importance 

of exploring managers interpretation process which explains how they try to make sense of 

information, and how they communicate the information through marketing. Weick et al. 

(2005) state that sensemaking provides micro-factors that over time creates macro 

environmental change. The study can provide valuable information on how managers try to 

make sense of micro factors. In addition, the macro factors correlate with the banking industry 

since they are important actors for society. Therefore, the exploration of sensemaking within 

banking organizations is relevant to investigate for our study. 

 

Therefore, based on the theoretical framework, it is relevant to research green banking from a 

corporate view in the context of Swedish banks. Since previous research are conducted in 

mostly other countries or regions, it is of interest to examine the Swedish banks' communication 

of green banking. In addition, the sensemaking process is not yet investigated within the 

Swedish banking industry. To the best of our knowledge, the correlation between sensemaking 
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and greenwashing has not been researched in the context of Swedish banks. For these reasons, 

our research will contribute to the understanding of communicating sustainability with 

sensemaking as a theoretical lens to avoid greenwashing, seen from managers perspectives in 

two Swedish banks. 

 

1.3 Research Purpose  

The purpose of this research is to explore managers sensemaking process in Swedish banks 

sustainability communication. In addition, how managers work to avoid greenwashing through 

fulfilling environmental communication with environmental performance.  

 

1.4 Research Question 

How do managers in Swedish banks make sense of communicating sustainable marketing to 

avoid greenwashing? 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

This study aims to explore how Swedish banks make sense when communicating sustainable 

marketing in an environment of greenwashing. This section of the paper discusses the 

theoretical base for communicating sustainable marketing and sensemaking. Subjects such as 

green banking and Green Washing will also be described. Lastly, a conceptual model will link 

all the concepts together. 

 

2.1 Sustainable Marketing  

Sustainability has three pillars that people associate sustainability with. The three pillars are 

economic-, environmental- and social responsibility. Shete et al. (2010) states that corporations 

need to implement all three pillars in their businesses. The corporations need to consider the 

environmental impacts but still have the social and economic responsibility in mind. Even 

though there are three pillars, people often associate sustainability with the environment, which 

has put pressure on companies to turn their sustainable marketing towards the environment. 

Sustainable marketing aims to reduce consumption and change human consuming patterns. The 

environmental concern has increased to the extent that companies want to re-evaluate their 

businesses that have a negative sustainable impact (Bakalarska & Dahl, 2018).  

  

Sustainable marketing has grown to be critical when companies create customer value. Planned 

sustainable marketing helps companies to meet customer needs and at the same time strengthen 

the brand image. Research shows that customers tend to get attracted by companies with 

successful sustainable marketing since it affects the customers quality of life. Through the 

company’s green label advertising campaigns, CSR initiatives or other communication 

channels, they have been forced to meet customer needs (Lavissiére et al., 2019). 

 

According to Sarkar, (2012) sustainable marketing needs to be an integrated part of the overall 

corporate strategy. All the marketing strategies need to convince customers of the product's 

attributes and specifications which can be done with three different strategies. The first strategy 

is the credibility of the products claims which is getting green certification labels. The second 

strategy is the calibration of consumer knowledge. This strategy focusses on communicating 

the firm's products and services by promoting the uniqueness, environmental benefits and 

solutions that matches the customers values. The third strategy is the consumer value 
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positioning, which focuses on being differentiated and unique compared to other competitors 

on the market (Sarkar, 2012).  

 

2.1.1 CSR 

To understand the phenomena of greenwashing it is important to present the term corporate 

social responsibility (CSR). Different corporations have responsibilities in our society and are 

more or less depending on size and importance. Moreover, it can be argued that corporations 

have responsibility over groups and people whom they have the ability to influence. These 

people or groups are called stakeholders and are most defined as employees, suppliers, 

shareholders, and communities (Blowfield & Murray, 2019). CSR can be seen as an obligation 

for corporations to follow when trying to maximize profits and acting in a socially responsible 

way wherever they are operating. Blowfield and Murray, (2019) found that a balance between 

concerns and needs of different stakeholder groups and whoever it impacts are necessary to 

operate in a socially responsible manner. The authors also describe complex definitions of CSR 

that are all based on standards or values that corporations must follow to sustain honesty, 

integrity and justice among its stakeholders affected by their businesses. 

 

2.1.2 Green Banking 

According to Park and Dae Kim, (2020) there is no definitive definition of green banking, and 

it varies in different countries. However, the conclusion from different sources comes back to 

social, economic, and environmental responsibility which connects green banking to CSR. 

Green banking is what banks do to protect the environment. More specifically, how the banks 

promote environmental and social responsibility, and at the same time providing 

environmentally friendly bank products and services (Parguel et al., 2011; Park & Kim, 2020).  

 

The world's focus on humanity and economic growth has contributed to the development of 

green banking. The side effects with this development are global warming, climate change and 

environmental derogation. It further impacted global reforms to the surface which changed the 

banking sector. The banking sector were forced to move into a green banking philosophy to 

take a proactive role in the environmental and ecological issues. The result of this made banks 

create funds for green investments and change their whole management system (Drobnjaković, 

2013). Drobnjaković, (2013) found that the easiest way to move into green banking is to use 

digitalization. The use of mobile bank-id and online banking services were the first steps for 
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banks towards going green. The use of the online services reduced paperwork and less post 

which all have a positive effect on the environment. Since banks were forced into going green 

it increased the efficiency of using online banking which made the daily work faster and 

lowered costs from papers (Drobnjaković, 2013).  

 

Green banking arose when the knowledge about carbon footprints came to the surface. Even if 

green banking is about the achievement of a country's sustainable economic development, they 

can minimize their internal and external carbon footprint through green banking activities and 

green financing. Chen et al. (2022) and Drobnjaković (2013) have argued that green banking 

activities are a key factor in the world to make improvements for sustainable economic growth 

for any country. Banks are mainly providing loans to green financing projects, green brick 

manufacturing, clean energy, and green establishments. Furthermore, the research showed that 

there is a significant positive relationship between green banking practices and green projects. 

Banks that have green financing improved their environmental performance and reduced their 

negative environmental impact from daily operations (Chen et al., 2022). 

 

The importance of including environmental business ideas has become crucial for humans. 

Bank management needs to implement an environmentally friendly concept to maintain the 

living standards we have today. Drobnjaković, (2013) means that the management principles 

and policy’s is the fundamental implementations for the world. All the different managers need 

to provide resources to be environmentally friendly. For example, project managers need to 

ensure the compatibility of the projects into the social and physical environment. Research and 

development (R&D) managers also need to develop new products and processes that are 

environmentally friendly (Drobnjaković, 2013). 

 

2.1.3 Greenwashing 

The sustainable part of CSR is focused on the environmental activities and issues, which has 

become one of the central discussions in CSR debates. It is regarding these environmental issues 

and activities that greenwashing has its root. Gatti et al. (2021) states that corporations have a 

social responsibility towards stakeholders, and greenwashing occurs when a corporation is 

using misleading communication or not fulfilling their environmental claims. Greenwashing 

refers to a form of inconsistency between the communication of environmental claims and 

actual practices made by a corporation and it creates lies towards all stakeholders to achieve 

benefits for the corporation. Furthermore, it is complex how greenwashing scandals affect 
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stakeholders if it is the environmental misbehaviour or the misleading communication. 

Corporations may have strategies to steer attention away from their critical environmental 

issues in their business. One reason can be the businesses communication strategy, it is common 

for corporations to focus on goals, accomplishments, and positive parts of their business (Gatti 

et al., 2021). 

 

The talk and walk approach of CSR, is by researchers described as greenwashing. According 

to Ruiz-Blanco et al. (2022) the talk as the communication of a corporation's environmental 

practices. The walk is connected to corporations' actual environmental activities and 

sustainability work in the organization. Greenwashing does not occur if a corporation is 

”walking the talk” because they are fulfilling their communication of environmental statements 

as well as their social responsibility with environmental practices that align with the 

corporation's claims. On the other hand, if a corporation is not ”walking the talk” they use false 

or misleading communication to hide negative information for their own benefit. The talk is 

communication of environmental claims and when it is not backed up with the walk it means 

that corporations are manipulating green initiatives and are not fulfilling their commitments 

with environmental practices (Khalil & O’Sullivan, 2017; Ruiz-Blanco et al., 2022). 

 

To understand greenwashing within the walk and talk approach of CSR Sarkar, 2012 presents 

Simula’s actual versus perceived greenness model (Figure 1). The model has four levels of 

greenness; green washed product, an honest non-green product, sustainability superiority, and 

missed opportunity (Figure 1). The greenness is divided into two perspectives, the perceived & 

actual greenness. A green washed product indicates a high perceived greenness but has low 

actual greenness, which Khalil & O’Sullivan, (2017) and Ruiz-Blanco et al. (2022) have 

described as not “walking the talk”. With a low perceived greenness and a low actual greenness, 

a company is not misleading their actual performance, this results in an honest non-green 

product. When a company is “walking the talk” they end up in the sustainability superiority 

which shows a high perceived greenness and a high actual greenness. However, when a 

company performs a high actual greenness and a low perceived greenness it can be seen as a 

missed opportunity (Figure 1) (Khalil & O’Sullivan, 2017; Ruiz-Blanco et al., 2022; Sarkar, 

2012). 
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Figure 1 

Simula´s Actual versus perceived Greenness model 

 

 

Note; Retrieved from, Sarkar, Green Branding and Eco-innovations for Evolving a Sustainable Green Marketing 

Strategy (2012, p. 44). 

 

It is clear that corporations in environments of greenwashing are affected negatively by 

managing their businesses within the criteria of greenwashing. Wellalage & Kumar, (2021) 

presents that corporations misleading or manipulating its stakeholders uses an unsuccessful 

strategy. The reason is that greenwashing creates misleading information and confuses the 

”green” consumers, and the effects of greenwashing are complex to determine and measure. 

Khalil & O’Sullivan, (2017) states that corporations operating within false or misleading 

environmental claims causes a disrespect towards ethical standards and leads to greenwashing. 

The communication of environmental practices which the corporation is not upholding in their 

business conduct will sooner or later affect the business.   

 

2.2 Marketing Communication 

Communication is a broad word that can be described and associated in different contexts. 

Often, articles and theories conclude communication into one word, engage. The central idea 

of communication is to engage the audience or the recipients. This type of engagement is not 

only connected to a corporate aspect but also between people which is why a lot of people can 

relate to the word engage. Engage can be divided into three different types of engagements, 

which is relational engagement, cognitive engagement, and behavioural engagement. 

Relational engagement is when people feel a connection to the environment while the 
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behavioural engagement is more about making individuals feel involved in the subject. The 

cognitive engagement explores how engrossed people feel and how intellectually involved you 

get your recipients (Fill & Turnbull, 2016). 

  

CSR information has grown to be one of the important subjects in communication for banks. 

Parguel et al. (2011) means that CSR communication in the light of sustainability has become 

crucial for corporations. The authors say that a well performed sustainable marketing influences 

the customers attitude towards the company and its products. To strategize communication, it 

is according to Kim, (2017) important to include four aspects; CSR fit, CSR motives, CSR 

impact, and CSR commitment. Firstly, CSR fit is about matching the organization’s business 

and its support of CSR social issues. Secondly, CSR motives are to illustrate motives that can 

be both public-serving and firm-serving. Thirdly, CSR impact is the social impact the 

organization can have on CSR. Lastly, the CSR commitment is of high importance for the 

communication to ensure that all factors have been used and relevant for stakeholders (Kim, 

2017).   

 

In recent research, communication channels are crucial for organizations job performance.  

Deepa and Baral, (2022) described that companies choose the communication channels based 

on previous knowledge and experience. This means that depending on the employee's user 

experience, the channels can vary. Furthermore, the communication channels consist of internal 

information that can provide different amounts of knowledge for the users. Most 

communication channels are digital and useful for effective cooperation between employees 

which can provide a positive work performance. It leads to employees developing each other 

by sharing experience and knowledge through communication channels. In addition, companies 

tend to develop their own internal networks for communication. This enables employees to 

offer new suggestions and ideas for the company’s business (Deepa & Baral, 2022).   

 

In today’s digital world quick interactions are important for both employees and customers. 

Baruk and Wesolowski, (2021) argued that modern marketing communication channels has 

become crucial for companies to achieve faster communication. The rapid technological 

development has led to employees being able to collect information from digital 

communication channels at any time, no matter geographical distances. One reason for the rapid 

technological development is social media, which has a high user rate all around the world. 

Therefore, companies have been forced to implement mobile marketing as an important choice 
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of communication channels. Mobile marketing includes communication through text messages, 

QR-codes, websites, and advertising through pictures (Baruk & Wesolowski, 2021).   

 

2.3 Sensemaking 

The subject of sensemaking is, as presented in the introduction, complex and described as 

retrospective development of possible images that justifies and explains what people are doing. 

It is a part of organization and includes identities of people in different social contexts where 

people are engaging and trying to make sense in different circumstances. If we try to exemplify 

the theory of sensemaking we can use a train and railway. Sensemaking can be seen as the 

middle station between your departure and destination with the train. It means that sensemaking 

is between the communication of words and creates a base which leads to action (Weick & 

Sutcliffe, 2005).  

 

Sensemaking is common among managers in organizations where they are inspecting, 

explaining, and educating in certain environments. According to Tollin & Jones (2009) 

sensemaking can be divided and explained through three stages: sensing, interpreting, and 

responding. These three stages explore the creation of a manager's awareness, how do managers 

perceive and question these factors. What does it lead to? The manager's way of reacting and 

dealing with these issues or factors and what knowledge is created as a result of this process. 

The three stages are explained as a cyclical process of sensemaking compared to the traditional 

approach, which is more of a linear process. Sensing is the first stage and is described as 

complex with factors from both internal and external environments that affects managers 

interpretation systems. Managers have a filtering system that fills a role of gathering 

information or finding issues as an active agent. The sensemaking factors are linked with the 

interpretation systems, which triggers filtering of information and ends with issues that 

managers must deal with in their organization. The second stage, interpreting, is activated when 

the manager’s attention has been set in motion. Then the manager will try to identify and 

understand the issues and information gathered from the internal and external environments. It 

circles around the managers thoughts and earlier experiences on how to solve these situations, 

their perception can affect how they choose to handle strategic problems. Moreover, it is the 

results of managers different possible reactions they have accessible in their sensemaking 

process (Tollin & Jones, 2009).  
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The third and last stage, responding, is described as the defined issues and information that can 

be divided into four key areas: issues, tasks, knowledge, and values. The actions related to these 

areas are the responses of the internal and external environments for the manager which creates 

new challenges in the organization. The issues refer to problems arising which triggers action 

from the manager. The tasks are responses from the manager by changing different routines 

and processes. Thirdly, the knowledge is the experience and assumptions of the manager 

themselves and is a base when they make decisions. Lastly, the values are the personal, 

corporate, and professional values in the environment which the manager operates in (Tollin & 

Jones, 2009). 

 

Researchers define and explain the complexity of sensemaking in various ways, they use 

sensemaking as a theoretical lens whilst exploring different environments. Weick and Sutcliffe, 

(2005) showed sensemaking interlinked with organizing to provide valuable insights in the 

central features of the concept. Tollin & Jones, (2009) applies the sensemaking concept along 

with manager’s logics in marketing, whilst examining manager’s assumptions, actions, 

responses and providing insights regarding what managers could develop in their business 

environment. Khan, (2018) examined how sensemaking plays a vital role in organizational 

change in the context of a commercial bank in Pakistan. The author finds that when the logics 

at an organizational field-level are not reasonable it leads to actors making sense of societal 

institutional logics. Furthermore, he describes the consequences as an effect on legitimacy 

which indicates emotionally charged perceptions of moral and political values. Milfeld and 

Haley, (2022) focused on brand managers' sensemaking processes and trying to make sense of 

the digital media environments. The researcher’s findings are presented in three frames: 

expertise, efficiency, and consistency frame. The expertise frame is based on the conviction that 

the digital media environment has unchanged marketing fundamentals and principles. The 

efficiency frame affects the creative development process through management in marketing 

organizations. The consistency frame creates an opportunity for brand managers to strengthen 

that digital media is an evolution of traditional marketing (expertise frame) and carefully 

minimizing to many costly creative adaptations in the organization (Milfeld & Haley, 2022).  

   

Sensemaking explores complex events or issues occurring in an organization which creates 

thinking, questions, plans, and action among the organization’s members towards these 

happenings. Milfeld and Haley, (2022) exemplified sensemaking with questions like;” What 

does that even mean?” and” What do I do next?”. To control complex sensemaking events there 
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is cognitive heuristics that develops as cognitive frames. Cognitive heuristics is easier 

understood as forming a simple plan or method with thinking, reasoning, or remembering. The 

research further explains cognitive; content and structural frames, where the content frames are 

the individual’s own thinking and assumptions, and the structural frames are in what way the 

content is sorted in the individual’s brain (Milfeld & Haley, 2022). The trigger for sensemaking 

events can be different crises within the banking organizations. 

 

Crises within banking organizations are according to Yeoh, 2020 exemplified as money 

laundering, compliance & security breaches, or hacking internal customer systems. The author 

uses three European banks in a case analysis to provide a deeper understanding regarding anti-

money laundering and why banks have a weakness as gatekeepers. The findings show 

ineffectiveness in Danske bank, Internationale Nederlanden Groep bank, and Deutsche bank 

where they fail to prevent money laundering scandals (Yeoh, 2020). 

 

2.4 Conceptual model  

The developed conceptual model for this research is based on the following five subjects in the 

theoretical framework: Communication & Sustainable Marketing, Green Banking, 

Greenwashing, and the Sensemaking process (Figure 2). The conceptualized model aligns with 

our research purpose of examining the presented subjects in our theoretical framework.  

 

The attempt of creating a conceptual model has resulted in four steps: green banking, 

communication, the sensemaking process, and sustainable marketing & greenwashing (Figure 

2). The first step, green banking, is according to Chen et al, 2022 where banks take green 

initiatives for sustainable economic growth. This is the core of the conceptual model to be able 

to answer our research question. This step provides insight regarding how banks work to protect 

the environment to maintain their social responsibility of offering environmentally friendly 

bank services. The second and third step focus on communication & the sensemaking process, 

which explains how banks use different communication channels, attempts to make sense, and 

tries to be perceived the way they want. According to Parguel et al, (2011) sustainability has 

become an important aspect to communicate within the environmental part of CSR. The 

sensemaking process can be associated with communication which is creating a springboard to 

action (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2005). Therefore, this step in our conceptual model describes the 

company’s responsibility of “walking the talk”. The fourth step, sustainable marketing & 
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greenwashing, presents the company’s green banking practices in form of marketing. This 

provides the marketing aspect of green banking and what strategies that can be used for 

companies to market themselves as sustainable. As Sarkar, (2012) found, the company can 

choose four different paths in either new or existing markets. The author further argues the 

importance of integrating sustainable marketing in the overall corporate strategy.  

 

In the last step, the conceptual model takes greenwashing into consideration within sustainable 

marketing. As Ruiz-Blanco et al. (2022) stated, the greenwashing concept refers to the talk and 

walk approach of CSR. The talk is a company’s communication of their sustainable practices, 

and the walk are the company’s actual sustainability work which is associated with green 

banking initiatives. It results in two different outcomes, firstly, the bank is being responsible 

for greenwashing and not “walking the talk” with misleading sustainable marketing 

communication. Secondly, the bank is “walking the talk” and are considered as a green bank 

(Khalil & O’Sullivan, 2017; Ruiz-Blanco et. al, 2022). Therefore, greenwashing is affecting the 

outcome of communicating sustainable marketing in the conceptual model (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 

Conceptual Model 

Note; A conceptual model of managers sensemaking process in banks sustainability communication of green 

banking 
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3. Methodology 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter the research methodology is presented. The theoretical methods are presented 

in terms of research philosophy and research approach. To describe research design and 

strategy we then present the empirical method. In addition, we present our choice of case, that 

includes Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea. We further explain how the data was collected and 

analysed. To end the methodology chapter, we discuss the trustworthiness and limitations of 

our research.  

 

3.1 Research philosophy  

Research philosophy can be divided into three different research paradigms, positivism, 

interpretivism, and realism. Researchers tend to operate from the perspective of these different 

paradigms and a specific model as an approach to their research strategy.  

 

Positivism is often associated with quantitative studies and interpretivism with qualitative 

studies. Positivism is about the natural science research method and examines the societal 

world. With this focus, researchers can investigate “the real world” with an objective lens and 

see actions in reality. Focus is most common based on facts and numbers to see causes and 

consequences in the world. Positivism is therefore most often associated with quantitative 

studies and statistics (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Denscombe, 2019). The second paradigm, 

interpretivism, is mainly focused on developing insight and knowledge regarding people's own 

experiences through a lens of qualitative data in the form of pictures and text. The social world 

we live in is described as complex and best understood through an interpretation process. This 

paradigm has a form of sceptical attitude of being totally objective as a researcher because it is 

according to Bryman and Bell, (2011) and Denscombe, (2019) inevitable for researchers to not 

be affected by their own perceptions and experiences. Realism on the other hand is about an 

exterior reality which means that there is an autonomous independence beyond human actions 

and thinking. This means that abstract knowledge in the form of empirical theories and 

phenomena reflects on actions in an objective way, which detaches the observants from 

affecting the observations (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Lind, 2019).  

 

This research indicates that there is a link between the theory of sensemaking and 

communication of sustainable marketing. To understand how Swedish banks communicate 
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sustainable marketing we need to explore the theory of sensemaking related to the following 

subjects: communication, sustainable marketing, green banking, and greenwashing. The 

paradigm most related to this thesis is interpretivism because it aligns with our purpose. 

Interpretivism is also connected to the three stages of sensemaking: sensing, interpreting, and 

responding. The second stage, interpreting, is linked to the research philosophy interpretivism 

because it takes people's perception and knowledge into account. Interpreting is a key factor 

for a manager's decision-making process because they are affected by their own perception and 

knowledge which aligns with interpretivism (Tollin & Jones, 2009). 

 

3.2 Research Approach 

Lind (2019) argues for the importance of approaching research and explains three different 

analytic strategies, deduction, induction, and abduction. Deduction is using theories as a 

standpoint in research and is commonly used with a clear theoretical framework. Hypotheses 

are often formed with conditions to correlate expressions. These hypotheses are often used in 

statistics to examine the correlation between different variables. Researchers using this strategy 

are therefore testing theories. Induction is described as less controlling of the research, the idea 

is to base your work on empirical studies to evaluate theoretical concepts and models. Possible 

correlations are identified by empirical patterns between concepts and analytical categories. A 

consequence with this research approach may only be theory-generating because the theory 

often gets a bigger role at the end of the research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The abduction 

approach has a clear theoretical framework, but it is not granted that the research has specific 

models or hypotheses. The purpose within this strategy is to investigate theoretical standpoints 

to examine connections and attributes within the research area. Therefore, if an abductive 

approach is used the interest is steered towards the interplay of theory and empirical research 

(Lind, 2019).  

 

Bryman and Bell, (2011) argued that the researchers identify correlations between their findings 

and theory. The authors mean that the findings are analysed and reconnected to the theory. Our 

research is based on our empirical findings and evaluated with the presented theories and 

concepts. For this reason, an inductive approach is suitable for our research. With an inductive 

approach we are able to see correlations and empirical patterns between findings and theory, 

which could generate deep and valuable insights of how managers make sense. Finally, the 

inductive approach aligns with our research purpose of exploring how Swedish banks make 

sense when communicating sustainable marketing. 
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3.3 Research Design and Strategy 

Bryman and Bell, (2011) argued that a case study most often uses an inductive approach due to 

the exploration between research and theory. Therefore, the research design of the study is a 

“case study” with a purpose to see how managers in Swedish banks make sense. The case study 

design is most associated with qualitative studies. The study is used to research bounded 

situations or systems in four different case situations: an organisation, a person, a location, or 

an event (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Moreover, the study design involves two different 

organisations, more specifically two Swedish banks; Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea, with a 

focus to explore the sensemaking process through six different bankers.  

 

Denscombe, (2019) found that it is an advantage to choose a method that operates probable to 

most favourably in the chosen study area. This research is a case study, which is often associated 

with a qualitative study, because it is more helpful when analysing a case (Bryman & Bell, 

2011). The underlying philosophical philosophy, interpretivism, is also a reason why a 

qualitative research philosophy is suitable for this research. Since the aim of the study is to 

explore how managers make sense, attitudes and people’s perspectives is a focus in the 

interviews. To further support the choice of our case study design, we chose an inductive 

approach, since it is commonly used in qualitative case studies (Bryman & Bell, 2011).       

  

The two banks chosen are Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea and are considered relevant for the 

study due to similar offerings of products and services. Both banks also work with different 

events and feel a liability to work for their local customers. The bank has ongoing sustainable 

work that can contribute to our research question. The two banks chosen to have a similar 

approach towards sustainability. The banks are seeing sustainability as an ongoing work that 

has grown to be one of the key factors in their business values. The interviews are semi-

structured which will give the questions flexibility for discussion and give the recipient room 

to discuss (Denscombe, 2019). The interviews were performed with managers on different 

levels in the organisations to enable sensemaking to be seen from different managers 

perspectives. 

 

3.4 Choice of Case 

The research purpose of this study was to explore managers sensemaking process in Swedish 

banks. We have chosen to include two banks in Sweden, Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea. 

Sparbanken Skåne was founded in 2014 when three banks emerged. The company are today 
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active in 15 municipalities with 22 offices. Their business idea is to be a bank everyone can 

turn to in order to increase their economic freedom in a sustainable environment. Their 

sustainability work is today focusing on giving back from their profits to the community and 

make sure that sustainability projects become reality (Sparbanken Skåne AB, 2022). Nordea is 

a Nordic bank and concern that was founded in 2001 by four Nordic banks: Unibank, 

Kreditkassen, Meritabanken, and Nordbanken. Nordea is active in Scandinavia, in Sweden, 

Denmark, Norway, and Finland. Nordeas business idea focuses on connecting their values to 

the everyday life of customers to help them make dreams come true. In relation to this Nordea 

works to create sustainability in the society they operate in (Nordea AB, 2022).  

 

The case in this study focuses on exploring managers sensemaking process within Sparbanken 

Skåne and Nordea. The foundation of the case are the two banks sustainability work and their 

communication of green banking. Therefore, it is essential to begin our investigation in the 

bank’s core sustainability values and green products, services, and activities. More specifically, 

we want to explore how managers make sense, interpret, and respond to the communication of 

sustainability and green banking initiatives. The choice of managers in Sparbanken Skåne and 

Nordea will be presented in chapter 3.5.1 Participant Selection. 

 

3.5 Data Collection 

To get a deeper understanding within Swedish bank’s communication of sustainable marketing 

a qualitative study approach was chosen. This qualitative study used a multimethod qualitative 

approach, primary- and secondary data. The primary data consist of new data gathered from 

semi-structured interviews and the secondary data consist of previous research, scientific 

articles, and relevant literature (Denscombe, 2019). The research question is, how do managers 

in Swedish banks make sense of communicating sustainable marketing in an environment of 

greenwashing. To gain a deeper understanding from the participants regarding the subject, 

semi-structured interviews were conducted. The research method chosen is semi-structured 

interviews, which means that it is important to understand that subjectivity may occur 

(Denscombe, 2019).  

 

According to Bryman and Bell, (2011) a semi-structured interview is following an interview 

guide with prepared questions in form of both general and specific questions, along with extra 

questions if the interviewer wants the answers to be further developed. Therefore, we prepared 
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an interview guide with open questions and room to elaborate the answers to get more insight 

and a broader perspective.  

 

Denscombe, (2019) argued for both advantages and disadvantages with semi-structured 

interviews. The advantage with interviews is that the researcher can receive valuable 

information from the experienced participant’s knowledge, which contributes to the exploration 

of the research. Interviews also require a simple preparation of equipment, usually an audio 

recorder. The researchers often receive a high degree of answers due to the flexibility of semi-

structured interviews. When conducting our interviews, we were prepared with two audio 

recorders and the interview guide. We also interviewed experienced employees which led to 

valuable contributions to our research. The disadvantages of interviews are that it is time-

consuming and may lead to costly travelling depending on location. Moreover, the validity of 

the data needs to be considered. The answers of the participant do not always match their 

actions, it may not be intentional, but their thoughts are not always the whole truth (Denscombe, 

2019). Two issues occurred during the interviews, first, we had technical problems with one 

interviewee that quickly got resolved. Second, another interviewee did not understand one of 

our questions, so we had to reformulate the question and give further explanations.  

 

3.5.1 Participant Selection 

As the aim of the study was to explore how banks make sense when communicating 

sustainability, it was most efficient to ask the interviewees questions about how they understand 

and communicate the information about sustainability. We used a subjective selection method 

to ask appropriate candidates to interview. According to Denscombe, (2019) the method is used 

for selecting a small number of people that are most suitable to provide relevant information 

for a chosen research question. Furthermore, the participants are hand-picked due to their 

relevance, knowledge, and experience in the research context. Due to our knowledge about the 

two banks, we were able to hand-pick the participants since they most likely could provide 

valuable data needed for our research. We also chose to pick employees in different levels in 

the organisations to explore sensemaking from various perspectives.  

 

Based on the subjective selection method, 15 people with appropriate expertise and knowledge 

were contacted at Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea. Due to the time limit, we selected six of the 

15 appropriate candidates. To get equal insights from both banks we performed three interviews 

in each banking organisation, in total six interviews were performed (Figure 3). To examine 
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our research question, we could exclude other personal characteristics such as gender and age. 

Instead, we chose two suitable criteria for the participants. First, the participants needed to have 

been working in the banking organisation for at least ten years. Second, the participants needed 

to have experience and knowledge regarding the bank's sustainability work. Therefore, we 

chose managers at different levels in the banks along with one premium advisor.  

 

Table 1 

Interview Participants 

 

 

3.5.2 Interview guide 

To receive relevant and developed answers to our interviews we structured an interview guide. 

The interview guide was semi-structured to enable us to have flexibility during the interviews 

(see Appendix A). We also wanted the participants to have room to be open-minded and 

develop new angles to topics that they might not have thought about before. The interview 

questions were formulated to guide the interviewees to provide us with valuable information to 

help us answer our research question. Although, the questions were not too specific since we 

still wanted to keep the open-minded setting (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Because sustainability 

within banks is a complicated subject, we translated the interview guide and performed the 

interview in Swedish which was the interviewees native language.  

 

We based our interview guide on our theoretical framework and used our conceptual model to 

categorise our questions. We divided our interview guide into two main themes, along with 
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opening and concluding questions. The opening questions were conducted to warm up the 

interviewee and to see that we fulfilled our criteria’s regarding work time and experience. The 

first theme, communicating green banking, was divided into two underlying categories which 

were green banking and communication. The green banking category gave us information 

regarding the bank's core sustainability values and green products, services, and activities. 

Moreover, the communication category focused on the bank's communication strategy and 

channels, but also how they communicated and worked to prevent greenwashing.  

The second theme, sensemaking, was divided into three categories based on the sensemaking 

theory conducted in the theoretical framework: sensing, interpreting, and responding. This 

theme laid the foundation of exploring how managers make sense of communicating 

sustainability in banking organisations. To enable the interviewees to add any extra thoughts 

that would provide other valuable insights for our research we ended the interview with two 

concluding questions. 

 

3.6 Data Analysis 

When the data collection was completed from the semi-structured interviews, the materials 

were carefully reviewed and processed by both authors. Key meanings then get compressed 

into statements which are so called meaning condensation and are common in qualitative data. 

The statements then got categorised into themes based on the conceptual model to finally 

interpret the findings to understand the gathered information (Bryman & Bell, 2011). According 

to Bryman and Bell, (2011) a thematic analysis is a common approach to take when reviewing 

qualitative data. The authors further argued that a thematic approach is suitable for 

categorisation, coding, and the interpretation process of people’s experiences, values, and 

views. The thematic approach was relevant for our research since we explored how managers' 

experiences, values, and views affect their sensemaking process. Therefore, we used a thematic 

analysis.  

 

Our thematic analysis took an inductive approach which enabled us to use our data as a 

foundation to define our themes. We started with transcribing our audio recordings to get an 

overview of our collected data. The transcription material then got analysed and coded to 

enable us to categorise and generate themes. From the material we identified five codes based 

on our conceptual model which included products, services & activities, communication 

channels, core sustainability values, communication strategies, and greenwashing.  The five 
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codes were used to create three main themes within green banking communication, sensing, 

interpreting, and responding which also set the structure for our findings. The themes enabled 

us to see patterns and connections between green banking communication and sensemaking. 

The patterns and connections showed the manager's sensemaking process based on the five 

codes. 

 

3.6.1 Semi-structured interviews 

The interview participants were located in three different regions in Sweden. Therefore, four 

out of six interviews were performed digitally and two physically. The digital interviews 

enabled us to have multiple interviews in the same day. Otherwise, we would not have been 

able to schedule meetings within our time frame due to geographical distances. Denscombe, 

(2019) described internet-based interviews as efficient since it considers factors as distance, 

travelling costs, and time-effective for both participants and researchers. It also enabled us to 

contact high-level managers who work in the upper regions of Sweden.  

 

The interviews were performed in Swedish to make it more understandable for the interviewees. 

We as researchers then translated relevant findings from the transcriptions into English. On one 

hand, a disadvantage with translating the transcriptions from Swedish to English can result in 

slightly misinterpreted answers. On the other hand, an advantage is that we probably generated 

more developed answers, due to Swedish being the interviewees native language. Furthermore, 

we as interviewers understood the interviewees answers on a higher level in Swedish. After the 

interviews were conducted, we transcribed 31 pages of information which took approximately 

14 hours. After transcription, the information was analysed through inductive coding. The 

coding was based on our findings and sorted into the created themes (Bryman & Bell, 2011; 

Denscombe, 2019). Based on our conceptual model the information was carefully analysed by 

both researchers to highlight the relevant information, key sentences, and statements (Figure 

2). The key sentences and statements then got connected to our main themes in the conceptual 

model to distinguish where in the process of communicating sustainability it could fit in. Lastly, 

information that did not fit within communication of sustainability were then added to an 

additional theme. 

 

3.7 Trustworthiness   

Bryman and Bell, (2011) proposed four criteria regarding the trustworthiness in a qualitative 

study: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. The first criteria, 
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credibility, explained to which extent the findings are believable. The interviewees represent 

Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea and they might not make statements that could harm the bank's 

brand. However, to increase the credibility we formulated our interview questions to not 

generate criticising responses, but instead focus on revealing valuable information on how 

managers make sense of communicating sustainability. The second criteria, transferability, 

considered if the findings was applicable to other research contexts. The banks operate in a 

complex industry controlled by many regulations and it is difficult to use the findings in another 

context. The third criteria, dependability, discussed the reliability which focused on being 

transparent and consistent with storing recordings, transcriptions, and important data in case 

other people want to review the material. The fourth and last criteria, confirmability, explained 

if the authors are researching in good faith and not including any personal agendas.    

 

3.8 Limitations 

We have chosen to limit our research to include two leading banks in Sweden. One reason is 

that we have a high accessibility in these two banks, but it should be considered that there are 

more actors in the Swedish banking industry that could be relevant to include. Due to the time 

limit we are not able to investigate more than two banks. To answer the research question, we 

are interviewing six participant which also limits our research, and it should be taken into 

account. The two banks give an overview regarding the Swedish banking industry and are 

offering similar products and services. Therefore, these two banks are considered relevant to 

investigate and use in exploring the purpose of our thesis.  
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4. Findings 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In this section of our thesis, we will present our findings from interviews at Sparbanken Skåne 

and Nordea. The interviews were semi-structured, and we had six participants that are on 

different levels in the banking organizations. The findings are categorised in a figure generated 

from the interviews, see Figure 3. We divided the findings chapter into three main themes within 

Green Banking Communication: Sensing, Interpreting and Responding together with five sub-

themes (Figure 3). 

 

4.1 Green Banking Communication 

The data of this thesis is analysed through a thematic analysis. We created a developed 

conceptual model based on our empirical findings (Figure 3). The empirical material was 

divided into three main themes within green banking communication. The themes were based 

on three stages of the sensemaking process, sensing, interpreting, and responding (Tollin & 

Jones, 2009). The data analysis generated five codes (sub-themes) under the sensemaking 

process. The figure presents how our findings got categorised into different parts of the 

sensemaking process (Figure 3). The first stage, sensing, shows the informative aspect of green 

banking communication that was found. The second stage, interpreting, present findings that 

relate to managers understanding of sustainability based on the banks core sustainability values 

and strategies. The third stage, responding, refer to managers acting based on the two previous 

stages of the sensemaking process to avoid greenwashing. The findings showed evidence that 

greenwashing connect green responding stage. 
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Figure 3 

Developed conceptual model 

Note; This model is developed based on the first conceptual model found in chapter 2. 

 

4.2 Sensing 

The gathering of information was similar in both banks. The interviewees received their 

information regarding sustainability through the communication channels previously presented. 

All six interviewees argued that cooperation between co-workers and different teams were 

essential for gathering and spreading information inside the organisations. It is common that 

managers receive information first, and then must distribute the right information to the right 

employees. The information is distributed through, for example, meetings, reports, and e-mails. 

Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea also has internal networks that works as tools to have all 

information accessible for every employee. In addition, the interviewees explained that they 

have internal educations regarding the bank's sustainability work. Managers were also 

dedicated to join advisors during customer meetings to get the reality picture of the customer’s 

actual work. One interviewee stated that it is easy to get stuck in “your own bubble” which is 

why it is important to also meet customers at their facilities:   

 

“I receive a lot of information through our internal network. We also have 

information meetings about savings every month, both regarding the market 
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and current investment. In the information and savings meetings 

sustainability is often discussed in relation to the bank’s products, funds, 

etc. Moreover, I have regular internal educations scheduled to stay updated 

in our sustainability work.” - Interviewee 4 

 

“I am happy to meet customers to see how their business looks like in real 

life. Otherwise, it is easy to end up in your own bubble, with taxonomy and 

other regulations that complicate things.”  - Interviewee 3 

 

Tollin and Jones, (2009) described sensing as managers filtering systems when gathering 

information from external and internal environments in organisations. The interviewees agreed 

that they receive a lot of information and mean that it is important for managers to filter the 

gathered information to not overload employees with unnecessary information. Some 

interviewees were more involved in sustainability due to personal interest and was keener on 

gathering information by themselves. For example, some managers participated in customer 

meetings outside their regular workplace, and some attended conferences and lunches with 

different stakeholders.      

 

“I am personally a nerd regarding sustainability and technology. I read 

newsletters, books, newspapers and participate in sustainability 

conferences in my spare time. Moreover, I have regular lunches with local 

decision-makers.” - Interviewee 6 

 

4.2.1 Green Products, Services & Activities 

The interviews showed that the Swedish banks have several green products and services 

available for their customers. The banks provide green mortages for customers that are building 

or investing in sustainable homes. To motivate customers towards choosing green mortages 

both banks give interest discount. Another green product they provide are investments in green 

funds and both banks have a broad diversity of funds to offer their customers. Additionally, 

both banks provide digital services that enables the customers to get digital documents which 

reduce the paper consumption and increase time efficiency. 
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“Green mortgages and green funds enable the customers to be aware and 

educate them in sustainability” - Interviewee 4 

 

“For example, internet bank, mobile bank. Green investment plans where 

sustainable funds are included and always discussed during customer 

meetings. Different customers have different sustainability values.”  

- Interviewee 5 

 

Both banks are also active investors in green projects to support society during the transition 

towards a greener world. The green activities and projects are for example, solar panel parks, 

local football fields, sustainable customer-events, and charity donations.  

 

“Actually 30% of the profit goes to foundations that invest in sustainable 

projects and about 80% falls within the 17 sustainability development 

goals. We work with green projects in sustainable business regarding 

mortgages, solar loans, and investments in a solar park.” - Interviewee 1 

 

All interviewees agreed on the difficulties to make all customer choose green products and 

services. Due to regulations, it is only possible to inform, educate and present the sustainable 

options during customer meetings. In the end it is always up to the customer to make decisions. 

The interviews were performed on different levels in the organisations which showed that high-

level managers had more information about the green macro-projects, while other managers 

and advisors had better knowledge about loans and funds.  

 

4.2.2 Communication Channels 

The interviewees explained the different communication channels which they use to collect 

information. Firstly, there are external channels that target customers through social media, TV, 

the mobile bank, and customer events. Secondly, the internal communication channels were E-

mail, Skype, Teams, internal network, and conferences. The external and internal 

communication channels have digitised which have contributed to sustainable communication. 

In 2017 new EU regulations were set in motion which oblige banks to present a sustainability 

report together with the annual report.  
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The result of the communication channels presents that Swedish banks use similar 

communication channels both externally and internally. Social media and marketing green 

projects turned out to be two important communication channels. Both banks use fast-paced 

internal communication through their internal network and chatting tools. The interviewees also 

argued that Swedish banks follow the same regulations regarding their sustainability reports 

but there are still differences in how it is presented.    

 

“There are things we need to communicate that follow rules and 

transparency around these regulations, such as a sustainability report that 

we have done for 5 years. Then there is external communication that 

becomes more like marketing in the form of sustainable products and 

services.” - Interviewee 2 

 

4.3 Interpreting 

 All six interviewees agreed that sustainability is a complex subject and sometimes difficult to 

understand. The high rate of complex laws and regulations within sustainability is often the 

reason why the interpretation process becomes difficult. Therefore, it is important to cooperate 

between different networks in the organisations. Some interviewees also saw an advantage in 

having a broad network with experienced co-workers to discuss certain green topics. Both 

banks have tools such as internal education and an internal network with information to help 

employees understand sustainability. Sustainability is a subject under constant change which is 

why the interviewees think that more tools and education are necessary in the future to make it 

more comprehensible. Moreover, it means that the banks need to adapt their policies, update 

their governing documents, and internal instructions. 

 

“Honestly no, it is not always understood, it is extremely complex when we 

come down to new regulations, taxonomy, TCFD, SFDR, etc. GRI 

standards, on which we base sustainability reporting, are also very 

complex. How do we interpret and comply with it? There are experts in it, 

but for me as a communicator I have the task to interpret a lot of the 

information and tell it in an understandable way, then I must transform it 
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on a sensible level. There is potential for improvement regarding expanding 

the tools to decrease the complexity.” - Interviewee 2 

 

All interviewees agreed that their values and earlier experiences affect how they perceive the 

information. It also reflects on how persons choose to act on certain problems that may occur. 

Some interviewees argued for disadvantages in relying too much on their previous experiences 

since sustainability is changing rapidly. It means that previous experiences and ways of 

handling strategic problems before, may not suit sustainability issues today. Other interviewees 

only argued for the advantages of having experiences, because it helps them to interpret the 

information faster.  

“You use the backpack you have. It is both an opportunity and a risk to rely 

too much on old information or on previous experience. Due to constant 

change in the world you need to be updated, what worked 2 years ago may 

not work today. The experience I have I take with me into decisions. It can 

be a disadvantage that you do not realize the danger.” - Interviewee 1 

 

Three main problems regarding the bank's sustainability work emerged from the interviews. 

First, interviewees argued that it is problematic to measure sustainability when excluding and 

including corporations, and when setting up sustainability goals. It circles back to what green 

banking is and indicates that there is potential to improve how we measure sustainability. More 

specifically, the interviewees felt difficulties to interpret sustainability goals and measurements. 

The result is that managers do not have enough tools to understand and interpret complex 

sustainability terms. Second, sustainability is very time consuming, and it is a challenge to 

implement it in every aspect of the banking organisations. It depends on the complexity of 

sustainability, and it takes time for managers to understand. Managers that have a personal 

interest regarding sustainability are spending more time educating themselves outside the 

office. Therefore, they have an advantage when interpreting sustainability information 

compared to other colleagues. Third, there are existing and upcoming regulations that 

complicate the bank's sustainable work, and it is a challenge to transform it to an understandable 

level. Managers without working experience within sustainability regulations have a difficult 

time to interpret the information. For this reason, it is crucial for the banking organisation to 

have tools to deliver the sustainability regulations on an understandable level: 
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“The challenge is time, to catch up and that everyone should be as up to 

date as possible. We are not specialists at the office level. The challenge for 

those who publish information is to make themselves understood.” 

- Interviewee 4 

 

4.3.1 Core Sustainability Values 

The banks have sustainability in their business strategy. Sustainability has grown and become 

one of the core parts of the banks values which helped managers to interpret the gathered 

information. Sustainability started with a focus on economic sustainability to change towards 

including the environmental aspects. Managers state that they understand the importance for 

their banks to work towards sustainable changes in societies:   

“At first, sustainability was only focused on the economic performance but 

has also grown to shift focus towards the environmental aspect. We want to 

use our resources so that the world is not destroyed for the next generation. 

The world must be left in that condition so that the next generation can live 

here. An important issue for both the bank and stakeholders is how we 

manage customers' money and whom we lend to, which has a big difference 

in the transition to a more sustainable world.” - Interviewee 2 

 

All respondents argued that sustainability is a global challenge that all banks need to consider 

to be competitive. The social environment has put pressure on banks, institutions, and other 

stakeholders to cooperate for a sustainable society and future. Regulations such as The United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the Paris Agreement, SFDR and, 

Environmental Social Governance (ESG) has forced the banks to implement sustainability in 

their core business. Managers stated that these complex regulations need to be interpreted and 

understood to be able to implement them in Swedish banks core business.   

 

Several interviewees agreed on giving back to its community and shared similar core 

sustainability values. One aspect that emerged from the interviews was that banks take 

responsibility since they see themselves as an important actor to encourage others to work and 

think more sustainable:  
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“We want to be a bank where everyone is healthy in the areas, we operate 

in. The Sparbanken Skåne idea is close to the heart, a bank that works for 

its local area and community.” - Interviewee 3 

 

Another highlighted factor was to create sustainability through investments, to impact the 

greenness in companies at a local and national level: 

“Create green investments that contribute to the transition of being more 

sustainable. We have many customers who are subcontractors to larger 

companies that have a major impact on Sweden's environment.”  

- Interviewee 6 

 

The interviews from Sparbanken Skåne and Nordea showed that both banks have similar core 

sustainability values. Even though they are two different banks we see a common view 

regarding their sustainable responsibility in Sweden. Nordea is working on a national level 

which makes their projects bigger compared to Sparbanken Skåne who works on a regional 

level. Despite the geographical differences the aim of the projects is the same in both banks. 

One reason for the similar core sustainability values depends on regulations such as ESG and 

SFDR which creates a common ground for Swedish banks. 

 

 

4.3.2 Communication Strategies 

The communication strategies differed in the two different banks. Sparbanken Skåne was 

careful to market themselves and use the word sustainable since they think that sustainability 

is used in many different situations that it could be difficult to define what sustainability is. It 

wanted to implement sustainability in all the work they do but not market itself as completely 

sustainable. Nordea were not as careful of using sustainability in their communication but were 

distinct to follow the ESG regulation. Despite the small differences in their communication 

strategies both banks implement sustainability when communicating investments, financing, 

and own operations: 

“We do not only use sustainability as marketing, but we do prioritise 

sustainable issues. It is important that we produce sustainable products for 

our customers. We are very careful about talking about sustainability 
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precisely because there are so many people talking about it, which has 

resulted in losing its confidence a bit. Everything we do has a sustainability 

mindset, but we do not need to use the word sustainability in all our 

communication. There is a very large focus on sustainability around the 

world and it is close to our heart to work in the communities where we 

operate. We work a lot against the ESG regulations.” - Interviewee 3 

 

The interviews show that there are similarities in Swedish banks' communication strategies.  

The main reason is that all Swedish banks need to follow the same regulations. More 

specifically, both banks want to include sustainability in their brand image and are adapting 

their communication to follow the ESG regulations. Park and Dae Kim, (2020) argued that 

green banking is complex and difficult to define. From the interviews it emerged uncertainty 

regarding what green banking is. Therefore, the banks agreed on the difficulties of counting 

themselves as a completely green bank. Both banks are aware that they are not completely 

sustainable today but state that it is an ongoing work with future goals of increasing their 

sustainability.  

 

4.4 Responding 

The interviewees argued on one hand that the issues identified regarding more simple tasks at 

an office-level can be changed by themselves. On the other hand, issues, or challenges regarding 

the communication of the bank's sustainability work need to be changed by the top-level 

management. Therefore, it is complicated to change certain systems or processes directly since 

a lot of factors need to be considered. Although, an action that managers can take to solve issues 

and challenges is by giving feedback to top-level management through the internal 

communication channels. They mean that the core for change lays on more than one person 

since the banking organisations are broad and based on many departments and teams. 

Furthermore, to change a routine or process it requires cooperation between many departments 

and teams which takes time. When a routine or process is changed, it affects the whole banking 

organisation. One interviewee argued that one challenge regarding their sustainability work was 

to make everyone focused on the right task. Two examples of actions taken are market research 

and GAP-analysis to find solutions on identified challenges. 

“One challenge I have identified in my role are to get everyone to have the 

same focus in our sustainability work. I like the commitment and 
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cooperation between different teams and departments. We do an analysis of 

the outside world, where we look at how we affect the society and how we 

are affected by it. We have also sent a survey to our key stakeholders to see 

where they think we have the greatest impact and see that we do the right 

things. I do a GAP analysis to see where we are today, where we want to be 

and how we get there.” - Interviewee 3 

“I am a part of a sustainability team in business banking where we provide 

feedback / suggestions on what we can change, but it can also be done from 

all employees through other communication channels. Proposals can also 

be made to senior managers.” - Interviewee 6 

 

4.4.1 Greenwashing 

To prevent greenwashing, Sparbanken Skåne have a strategy to communicate activities and 

projects that they have already performed. The result of this is that the bank decreases the risk 

of greenwashing and actually “walking the talk”. The bank wants to encourage the work they 

have done and the work they have in front of them to clarify that there is a long way ahead.  

“The idea is that we want to highlight both good and bad things, successes, 

and challenges and what we have done and what is left to do. We do not see 

ourselves as done but we do what we can, and we move in the right 

direction.” - Interviewee 2 

Nordea was a part of a money laundry scandal around 2010 and took a severe hit on their brand 

image. After the scandal Nordea has recovered well, taken precautions, and developed 

strategies to further protect themselves from money laundering and greenwashing. Today 

Nordea has a clear strategy of pressuring and excluding corporations that do not fulfil their 

environmental claims and goals. Therefore, sustainability inspections are performed on a 

regular basis on both large and small businesses to prevent greenwashing.      

 

“We have had some events around 2010 that we have built a lot on, which 

has now strengthened our brand very much. It has been a journey after that 

to strengthen the brand, but this has meant that we currently know that we 
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do not want to end up there again but have a strong focus on sustainability 

at the moment.” - Interviewee 6 

 

The Swedish banks are careful regarding their sustainable communication to avoid 

greenwashing scandals. The interviews showed that both banks have included sustainability in 

their business strategy through a broad variety of green products and services. According to 

Sarkar, (2012) a missed opportunity is when a company has a high amount of actual greenness 

but are not perceived as green since they do not market their products as green through their 

communication. Interviewees presented that the banks are careful with how they communicate 

sustainable products which can result in a missed opportunity (Figure 1). 

 

“We are very careful, almost too careful. We are still quite new to 

sustainability communication, and I see that we are on the downside and 

are developing very much. We might be able to change the communication 

about our products.” - Interviewee 2 

 

 

4.5 Summary of Findings 

The key findings showed a clear connection to the conceptual model (Figure 2). The Swedish 

banking industry has according to our findings shown that green banking is well implemented 

in banks business strategies. It relates to previous research by Parguel et al. (2011) and Park & 

Kim, (2020) which state banks important role of taking social, economic, and environmental 

responsibility to protect societies. Additionally, this aligns with the first step of our 

conceptual model where green banking is the core for banks to fulfil their social responsibility 

of offering environmentally friendly bank services (Figure 2). Tollin & Jones, (2009) argue 

that the first step of the sensemaking process, sensing, need to be understood by managers to 

interpret and grasp collected information. It relates to our findings where we found that 

managers understand and are well educated on Swedish banks sustainability work.  

 

Another key finding was that managers interpretation process of sustainability are depending 

on banks internal environments. It connects to Tollin & Jones, (2009) research which present 

that the internal environments have an impact on managers interpretation process of gathered 

information. We also found that banks external environments are complicating managers 
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interpretation process due to the complexity of laws and regulations within sustainability. 

This finding was proven in previous research by Drobnjaković, (2013) since he argues that 

implementing laws and regulations are an important requirement for banks. A key finding in 

the responding stage for managers indicate difficulties to take actions on identified issues or 

challenges. It aligns with Tollin & Jones, (2009) last stage of the sensemaking process, 

responding, which show that the internal and external environment can create complicated 

issues or challenges for managers to process. The key findings within the sensemaking 

process three stages, sensing, interpreting, and responding relates to our conceptual model. 

The sensemaking process need to be fulfilled to be able to communicate green banking in 

Swedish banks sustainable marketing on a sensible level and at the same time avoid 

greenwashing accusations (Figure 2). 
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5. Discussion 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter, the key findings will be presented in relation to previous research. The key 

empirical findings that we gathered from the semi-structured interviews will be discussed. It 

provides valuable insights in relation to our research question of how managers in Swedish 

banks make sense of communicating sustainable marketing in an environment of greenwashing. 

 

The findings prove that green banking is well implemented in the Swedish banking industry, 

and managers are aware of the importance of sustainability. This aligns with Parguel et al. 

(2011) and Park and Kim, (2020) which states that it is crucial for banks to have a social, 

economic, and environmental responsibility to protect the societies. In addition, managers 

understood and emphasized that Swedish banks have a social, economic, and environmental 

responsibility in our society. The findings show that managers understand and are well educated 

regarding Swedish banks green products, services, and activities. For managers to make sense 

of their green banking work, it is important to understand the information. This relates to Tollin 

and Jones, (2009) research which explains that the first step of the sensemaking process, 

sensing, is crucial for managers to interpret and understand information. The findings further 

indicate that managers' sensing depends on their previous knowledge and experience since 

managers find different aspects of collected information valuable. Managers argue that 

sustainability is complex it is important to cooperate with co-workers and other teams to 

communicate the information on a sensible level.  

 

The findings provide clear evidence that managers' interpretation processes within 

sustainability are depending on the bank’s internal environments. We found that the bank’s core 

sustainability values work as a guidance for managers to interpret and identify issues or 

challenges. Managers emphasized that they understand their banks core sustainability values 

and that it is an advantage to strive towards the same goals in the whole organisation. Managers 

also explained that it creates guidance during customer meetings to present and argue for 

sustainability in similar ways among employees. More specifically, the values set the ground 

for how the bank wants managers to work towards the same sustainability goals. This aligns 

with Tollin and Jones, (2009) which state that the internal environments affect managers 

interpretation and understanding of the gathered information. Managers further explained that 

a private interest within sustainability values made them interpret and understand certain 
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environmental issues easier than others. In addition, the findings show that managers in 

Swedish banks have identified several issues in the sustainability work. Managers explained 

that one of the main issues was to measure sustainability. Managers further mean that there are 

not enough tools to provide numbers or rankings regarding company’s sustainability level. 

Moreover, managers state that this is complicating the process of including and excluding 

corporations within the bank. One advantage is that the bank may exclude more companies if 

there are any uncertainties regarding a company's sustainability work, which results in less 

included companies with negative effects on the environment. On the contrary, a disadvantage 

is that banks exclude companies that are less sustainable and could have been profitable 

customers. The findings further indicate that banks want to keep their environmental 

responsibility with their stakeholders. Therefore, Swedish banks are optimistic about changing 

companies towards being more sustainable and follow their customer journey. Managers 

explained that they always analyse and consider the opportunities for sustainable change in 

companies before excluding them.  

 

The findings prove that Swedish banks' external environments are increasing the complexity of 

sustainability and complicates managers' interpretation process. This was proven in 

Drobnjaković, (2013) stated that laws and regulations are a requirement for banks to implement 

in their sustainability work. Managers in Swedish banks see both positive and negative aspects 

with the requirements. They understand the importance of implementing the laws and 

regulations in the banking industry. Managers further emphasise that the implementation helps 

Swedish banks to work towards the same sustainability goals to change the environmental 

impact to create a “greener” society. The negative aspect that managers explained is the 

complexity of the laws and regulation. They argue that the laws and regulations are on a difficult 

level which sometimes make the information excessively hard to interpret. Therefore, managers 

also argued that they do not have enough tools available to interpret and understand all the 

regulations, and that there is potential for improvements in Swedish banks. These findings were 

in line with Tollin and Jones, (2009) study which highlighted that information gathered from 

external environments affect managers' interpretation process of how they chose to tackle and 

solve strategic problems. The authors further found that previous experience and knowledge 

results in different possible reactions managers have accessible in their sensemaking process. 

This was also proven in our study since managers stated that earlier experiences and values 

affect the outcome of certain situations in their work. We found that some managers only saw 

advantages with previous experiences and values, while others argued for the disadvantages of 
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the subject. On one hand, managers argued that their previous experience and values led to 

successful solutions and strategies to tackle certain sustainability challenges. On the other hand, 

some managers stated that sustainability is rapidly changing which can make previous 

experience irrelevant and difficult to implement in today's challenges.   

 

Findings also showed the difficulties for managers in the last stage of the sensemaking process, 

which relates to their abilities to act within the identified issues and challenges in Swedish 

banks sustainability work. Tollin and Jones, (2009) stated that responding have four key areas, 

issues, tasks, knowledge, and values. The authors argue that these areas are responses in the 

form of actions related to the internal and external environments which creates new challenges 

in an organisation. This aligns with our findings since we found that managers are 

subconsciously responding through the four key areas. One issue manager explained is that 

there is a challenge to make everyone in the organisation have the same focus on sustainability 

work. Our findings further indicate that managers handle issues differently depending on what 

role they have in the banking organisation. More specifically, the findings show clear evidence 

that managers higher up in the organisation take more responsibility in identifying sustainability 

issues. Managers agreed that the tasks were complex and changing critical routines or processes 

was outside their authority. Findings present that even if there are specialised managers and 

teams within sustainability, they could not change processes or routines, instead they could only 

recommend suggestions for improvements to the top-level management. As a result, changing 

routines or processes is time consuming and managers saw it as a disadvantage. Our findings 

show that managers' previous knowledge and values affect the way a manager responds with 

action in certain situations. Managers stated that their previous knowledge affected the way 

they want to solve occurring issues.  

 

Our findings show clear evidence that Swedish banks and their managers are using 

communication strategies to avoid greenwashing. Managers emphasised the importance of 

being careful in the bank's sustainability communication. Findings also showed that Swedish 

banks use similar communication strategies when communicating sustainable investments, 

financing, and activities to avoid greenwashing accusations. Managers stated that greenwashing 

accusations and actions cause crucial damage to the bank's brand image, and that it would take 

years to recover. This aligns with Ruiz-Blanco et al. (2022) and Khalil and O’Sullivan, (2017) 

research that explained that “walking the talk” is essential to avoid greenwashing accusations. 

This was also proven in our study since Swedish banks communication strategies when 
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communicating sustainability. Managers stated that they communicate performed green 

activities to avoid misleading communication. More specifically, managers argued that they 

need to be careful when communicating new green initiatives. Therefore, our findings prove 

that Swedish banks have a careful communication strategy when communicating sustainability. 

Managers argues that Swedish banks need to be humble towards sustainability issues, and 

highlight both well managed sustainable initiatives, but also negative aspects of the banks 

sustainability work that need improvements. In addition, findings show indications that 

Swedish banks are too careful in their sustainability communication. The carefulness may 

indicate a missed opportunity which means that a company is performing high actual greenness 

and does not communicate it through their marketing (Figure 1) (Sarkar, 2012). Furthermore, 

our findings present advantages and disadvantages regarding the careful communication of 

sustainability. Managers argue that the advantage is that Swedish banks avoid greenwashing 

accusations by not communicating excessive sustainability initiatives. In contrary, managers 

tend to perceive the banks sustainability communication are too careful. They mean that 

Swedish banks may not communicate all the actual sustainable initiatives which can result in 

stakeholders perceiving the bank as less green. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

This chapter starts by presenting a summary of the thesis followed by a conclusion of how 

managers make sense when communicating sustainability. In addition, theoretical and 

practical contribution will be presented. To end the thesis, we present a critical review and 

suggestions for future research. 

 

6.1 Summary of Thesis 

This research explored managers sensemaking process in Swedish banks sustainability 

communication. Based on the theoretical framework, a conceptual model was created to 

perform this study. The conceptual model explained how green banking is processed through 

sensemaking, and how sustainability is communicated in an environment of greenwashing. 

Moreover, the model provided insights regarding banks green initiatives and how managers try 

to make sense of sustainability to communicate it on a sensible level. In the end, it shed light 

on the importance of communicating sustainability to avoid greenwashing accusations. The 

research was conducted with a qualitative approach where the data collection included a 

thematic analysis on primary data. The primary data was collected through semi-structured 

interviews with six participants in two Swedish banks. With the collected data we got insight 

into how managers are trying to make sense through green banking communication. The 

interviews also provided answers to how the banks are working towards sustainability and 

avoiding greenwashing accusations.  

 

The findings showed that green banking communication can be divided into three stages of the 

sensemaking process. The three stages had five underlying sub-themes which was generated 

through our thematic analysis. Findings indicated that the first stage, sensing, show managers 

abilities to gather and filter internal and external information based on the bank’s sustainability 

work. The second stage, interpreting, resulted in the most complex section of our findings. We 

found that managers interpretation process was difficult due to the lack of tools available to 

interpret complex laws and regulations. In addition, we found that managers' earlier experiences 

also affected them which can be a disadvantage in a fast-paced changing environment as 

sustainability. Findings also showed clear evidence that Swedish banks have similar core 

sustainability values and strategies of communicating sustainability. We found that the last 

stage, responding, showed how managers handle sustainability issues and challenges to avoid 

greenwashing accusations. Lastly, findings proved that managers and Swedish banks are careful 
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when communicating sustainability since they are aware of the critical damage greenwashing 

accusations can cause on their brand image. 

 

6.2 Conclusions 

To conclude, our research examined how managers in Swedish banks make sense of 

communicating sustainable marketing in an environment of greenwashing. In general, our study 

proved that managers in Swedish banks are unconsciously using the sensemaking process when 

collecting, interpreting, and communicating sustainability (Tollin & Jones, 2009). Our research 

resulted in three main insights that contribute towards answering the research question.    

 

Firstly, managers in Swedish banks gathered a large amount of sustainability information from 

internal and external environments which correlates with the first stage of the sensemaking 

process. This aligns with Tollin and Jones, (2009) sensing stage of their presented sensemaking 

process. Moreover, an issue or challenge for managers is that there is an excessive amount of 

sustainability information that they receive from various communication channels. Managers 

felt that certain sustainability information is too complex to interpret, which resulted in 

difficulties when they must filter and distribute the relevant information to the right employees. 

On one hand, findings proved that managers had an advantage with the bank's sustainability 

values and goals since it guides them to filter information that is most important. On the other 

hand, the managers are being negatively affected by their previous values and experiences 

which may cause them to outscore valuable information. 

 

Secondly, Swedish banks lack available tools for managers, which complicates their 

sensemaking process within sustainability issues or challenges. A reason for this is that 

sustainability is changing rapidly along with laws and regulations, which complicates Swedish 

banks development of sustainability tools. This resulted in difficulties for managers to interpret 

and understand the information due to the complexity of measuring sustainability on their bank, 

companies, and other customers. More specifically, it means, if managers do not interpret and 

understand sustainability information on a sensible level, how are they supposed to 

communicate the information to customers or employees. The rapid changes also affect the 

credibility of sustainability, which turned out to be a negative aspect of Swedish banks' work 

since managers have difficulties in defining what sustainability is. This caused managers to be 

uncertain on complex sustainable information which complicates managers' sensemaking 
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process.  

 

Lastly, our results indicated that Swedish banks are too careful when communicating 

sustainability. Managers argued that their banks' communication strategies are too careful and 

mean that the banking industry is afraid of greenwashing accusations. The reasons are that 

banks accused of greenwashing take critical damage on their brand image. The results indicate 

that Swedish banks are more sustainable than they communicate, which can be seen as a missed 

opportunity. It aligns with Sarkar, (2012) research within possible outcomes of greenwashing, 

and a missed opportunity indicates that a company communicates themselves as less sustainable 

than they are. Therefore, we see greenwashing as the main reason for complicating managers' 

sensemaking process of sustainability. It led to difficulties for managers during the responding 

stage of sensemaking. Moreover, the results also showed that Swedish banks focused on 

communicating performed green initiatives to exclude possibilities of “not walking the talk” 

and being accused of greenwashing which aligns with Ruiz-Blanco et al. (2022) and Khalil & 

O’Sullivan, (2017) previous research. 

 

6.3 Theoretical Contribution 

Previous research found that sensemaking plays a vital role in organisations change (Khan, 

2018). Moreover, Tollin and Jones, (2009) applied the sensemaking process on managers' 

logics within marketing. In addition, Milfeld and Haley, (2022) explained brand managers' 

sensemaking process in a digital media environment. However, to the best of our knowledge, 

sensemaking has not been investigated on managers in Swedish banks. Therefore, our study 

provides insights on managers' sensemaking process in the Swedish banking industry. Previous 

studies presented that the implementation of green banking has improved the banking industry's 

responsibility towards green initiatives and environmental impacts on society (Chen et al., 

2022). Lastly, this research contributes with new valuable insights on managers' sensemaking 

process within Swedish banks sustainability communication in an environment of 

greenwashing. 

 

6.4 Practical Contribution 

This research contributes to new insights for managers to make sense and communicate 

sustainability in the environment of greenwashing. The study indicated a fear of greenwashing 

among managers in Swedish banks. For this reason, Swedish banks tend to miss opportunities 

since they communicate less green banking initiatives compared to what they are capable of. In 
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addition, to further improve the sensemaking process and the communication of sustainability, 

managers need to implement more sustainability measurements as tools for interpreting, 

understanding, and make sense in their internal and external communication. According to 

Tollin and Jones, (2009) managers got affected by their previous values and knowledge when 

trying to make sense and respond to issues or challenges. Therefore, managers need to evaluate 

and choose which of their previous values and knowledge that are relevant to implement since 

sustainability is constantly changing in the banking industry.  

 

6.5 Critical review and suggestions for future research 

This study explored all three stages in the sensemaking process of managers in Swedish banks. 

The study did not investigate all Swedish banks, but one regional and one national bank was 

used. One implication is that the results may not be fully adaptable to generalise the Swedish 

banking industry. To collect more valuable insights from managers, we suggest that further 

studies use more participants to deepen the understanding of managers' sensemaking process. 

For further research, we also suggest that researchers investigate more banks and managers to 

get a broader insight in the Swedish banking industry. To develop and provide more valuable 

insights within the responding stage of sensemaking it would also be relevant to interview the 

top-level management to deeper exploring which actions they take on sustainability issues or 

challenges. 
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Appendix A – Interview Guide 

  

Opening questions 

1. What is your role in the organization? 

 a. For how long have you worked at Sparbanken Skåne/Nordea 

Theme 1: Communicating green banking 

Green banking category 

2. What are the bank's core sustainability values? 

 

3. How does the bank work with Green Banking? 

a. Products (loans, investments, funds)  

b. Services (Digital developments) 

c. Green activities (example, funding green projects or supporting local green 

companies)  

Communication category 

4. How does your bank communicate sustainability (Green Banking)? 

a. communication channels 

b. Do you use any specific communication strategies? 

 

5. What is your view on greenwashing and how does your bank work to prevent 

greenwashing?  

 a. Are there any guidelines or regulations that your bank follows  

     regarding greenwashing?  

 b. Motivate how your bank is fulfilling what they claim to do in terms 

      of greenwashing (walking the talk)?  

  

Theme 2: Sensemaking 

Sensing category 

6. Based on your previous examples on green banking, how are you gathering/receiving 

information about it?  

 a. Internal e.g., Meetings, reports, tools, education? 

 b. External e.g., news, regulations, laws 
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Interpreting category 

7. Do you feel that you always understand the information/issues you receive regarding green 

banking? 

 a. e.g., based on your examples given above 

 b. Are there any tools/internal educations to help you understand your 

 Banks' sustainability work? 

 

8. Do you feel that your previous experiences and values affect your perception of 

information and the way you want to solve certain issues that may occur? 

 a. Do you see any issues regarding your banks’ sustainability work? 

 

Responding category 

9. When you identify new challenges/issues in your bank's sustainability work what actions 

do you take? 

 a. Change routines or processes? 

b. Do you feel that your values and previous experiences affect the way 

you choose to act? 

 

Concluding questions 

10. Would you like to add anything? 

 

11. Is there anyone you think could be good to talk to next? 
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